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AERONAUTICAL sYMBOLS.

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS.

Symbol.

l

Forte .... F
i

Power .... P
Speed .... .........

Metric. ! English.

Unit. Unit.

meter ...................... ]

second...weightof one" _i_" :: : : :!

m. foot (or mile_ ...........
sec. se_mnd (or hour) .......
kg. weight of one pound ....

kg.m/sec .......... ..........._.__:. horsepowermi/hr................................ m/_ ........... -..--.----!'---_-o-"

Symbol.

(or nil.).
sec. (or hr.).
lb.

IP
._ M. P. '_.

Weight, W= n._.
Standard acceleration of gTavity,

g = 9.806m/sec. _ -- 32.172ft/sec. _
W

g
Density (ma.-_ per unit volume), p
Standard density of dry air, 0.1247 (kg.-m.-

see.) at 15.6°C. and 760 mm. ffi0.00237 (lb.-
ft.-see.)

2. GF_'qERAL SYMBOLS. ETC.

Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.223 kg;m- s
= 0.07635 lb/ft. _

Moment of inertia, nd.a (indicate axis of the

radius of gyration, k, by proper subscript).
Area, S; wing area, Sw, etc.

Gap, G
Span, b; chord length, c.
Aspect ratio = b/¢
Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge,f.
Coefficient of viscosity, _.

3. AERODI.'NA_IICAL SYMBOLS.

True airspeed, r
I

Dynamic (or impact) pressure, q =_ p I TM

L
I._ft, L; absolute coefficient Ct=_-S

D
Drag, D; absolute coefficient C_ =_-

Cross-wind force. C; absolute coefficient
C

Resultant force, R
(Note that these coefficients are twice as

large as the old coefficients L_, D_.)
. Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust

Dihedral angle, "r

Numberfp_lf, where l is a linear di-F'.eynolds
F-

mension.

e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 mi;hr.,
normal pressure, 0_: 255,000 and at 15.6_C,
230.0OO;

or for a model of 10 cm. chord, 40 m/see.,

corresponding numbers are 299,000 and

270,000.
Center of pressure coefficient 4"ratio of distance

of CP. from leading edge to chord len_h),

c_.
Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to

line), i., lower wing. (it--i,,_ =

Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to Angle of attack, a
thrust line _ Angle of downwash, •
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REPORT No. 180.

DEFLECTION OF BEAMS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SHEAR

DEFORMATIONS.

By J. A. Ncwt,xlv AND G. W. T*t.,,vx.:*t.

INTRODUCTION.

This publication is one of a series of three reports prepared by tile Forest Products Labora-

tory of the Department of Agriculture for publication by the National Advisor)" Committee for

Aeronautics. Tile purpose of these papers is to make known the results of teats to determine

the properties of wing beams of standard and proposed seotions, as conducted by tile Forest

Products Laboratory and financed by the Army and the Navy.

Many of the mathematical operations employed in airplane design are notlfng more than

the solution of equations which are either empirical or are based on assumptions which are

-known to be inaccurate, but which have been adopted because of their simplicity. These

inaccuracies of the formulas were not of primary consideration as long as the stresses u_l for

design were obtained by the teat of specimens of the same form as those to be used, and great

refinement was not necessary.

The advent of the airplane and the impetus given to its development by the rec4ent war has

created a demand for more definite knowledge Of the limitations and proper application of the

common theoo" of flexure. There is probably no other field in which greater relinement in the

d,_ign of wooden members is required than in that of aircraft construction. The ever-present

problem of weight reduction has led to the use of comparatively small load factors azi,! the

introduction of such shapes as are not commonly used for other construction purposes. Formulas

which give comparable results when applied to wooden beams of rectangular section have been

found to be considerably in error when applied to wooden beams of other shapes.

The tests were made at Madison, Wis., in cooperation with the University of Wi_-_nsin.

An analysis of the results of these tests has furnished information which, wizen correlated with

that from other studies conducted by the Forest Service for the past 18 years, provided a more

exact methotl of computing the stiffness of wood beams and led to the development of formulas

for estimating the strength of beams Of any cross section, using the properties of small rec-

tangular beams as a guide.

For convenience, the report of this investigation has been divided into three parts. The

first part deals with the deflection of beams with special reference to shear deformation, wtfich

usually has been neglected in computing deflections of wood beams. The second part ha._ to ,h,

with stresses in beams subjected to transverse loading only. with a subdivision on nonsymmetri,_al

sections; and tne third part, with stresses in beams subjected to both hmgitudimd thnL_t aml

bending stresses.
SUMMARY.

In addition ta_ the deflection due to the elongation anti compression of tibera from bending

stresses, there is a further deflection due to the shear stresses and consequent strains in a l)ezult.

This is not usually considered in computing deflections of wood betuns, though the nl,_lulus

of elasticity in shear for wo_ is relatively low, being but approximately [,ne-sLxteenth tl_e

modulus of elasticity in tension and compression, whereas for steel, for example, it is about

two-fifths the ordinary modulus.
3
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By. neglecting the defomtation due to shear, errors of considerable lUttgnitude may |)e,
introduced in detenlfining the distortion of a |)emil, especially if it is relatively short, or has

comparatively thin webs as tile box or I bemus commonly usual in airtfiane construction. A
great many tests were made to detemuint- the amount of __hear defomnation for beams of various
sections tested over many different spans. ,ks the span over which the beam is tested is in-
creased the error introduced by nt_lecting shear deformations beconms less. and the values

obtained bv substituting measured deflections in the ordinary formulas approach more nearly
the modulus of elasticity in tension antt compression. For short spans, however, the error
is considerable, and increases rapidly as the span is rt_luced. This variation is ilh|strated in

Figures 3 and 4.
Two formulas were developed for esthnating the mag_fitude of shear deformations, both

of which have been verified by tests. It is known that the distribution of stress a_umed in
both fommlas does not exactly represent the actual distribution of str(_ in a betuu. Both

fomtulas check experimental results very" closely when the calculations are made with great
retinement. It is not known which is the more accurate forntula under these conditions, sin,:e
the difference in results obtained by the two is only a _uall part of the nonual variation of
the material. The first fomtula, with its high powers and nmuerous factors, will obviously
lead one into inaccuracies due to the ordinary al)proximations used in calculations more readily
than will the second, or similar fomtula. In both fommlas the defomtation due to shear is

KPI
equal to -F--' where P is the load on a beant of length I, F is the nmdulus of elasticity in shear.

and K is some coefficient depending upon the shape of the i)eam and upon the loading. The

formulas differ only in the determination of the coefficient K. Under the heading -'Analysis
of Results" K by the first formul-_ is shown and also by the second, or more simple formula.

The modulus of elasticity in shear w_m found to wry greatly according to the dir_ti m

of the grain of the ply wood in webs of box beanls. It was found to be over three and one-half
times as great for beams having ply-wood webs witil the grain at 45 ° to the length as for beams

having webs the face grain of which was perpendicular to the length _,f the beam.
Althou_ the tests showed conclusively that shear strt_._es are present in the ovedmng,

the change in defommtion on this account did not prove to be of sufficient importance to take

overhang into account even with the most heavily routt_l I sections.
These tests show that the values of modulus of elasticity for small beams given in Bulle-

tin 556 : are approximately 10 per cent h)wer than the true modulus of elasticity ill tension and

compression. However, _-hen substituted in the tmual deflection formula they will give correct
values for the deflection of solid beams with L span-depth ratio of 14. which is about the average
found in most commercial uses. The bulletin values are therefore recominended for use in the
ordinary fonnulas when ao corrections are to be made. F-r solid beams with spans from 12 to

2S tinu..s the depth of b,,am the maximum error intr_Mut't'd by substituting tht.-qe valm's in

the ordinar;" formulas is about 5 per cent. For very short spans it would he well to use tht-
luore exact formulas, which take into at.t'ount shear di_t_rtions, using for the t rue inoduhls tt

value 10 per cent greater than that given in the bulletin.
But in I and Lmx beams, however, which have a minimum -f material at the plane -f

maxinnml horizontal shear stress, vet'5" considerable errors will l,e introduced if shear dis-

tortions arc neglected even for relatively large span-depth rati.s.

PURPOSE.

The purpose of tim te.sts was to determine to what extt'nt ordin,try dt.lh.'tit_n formulas.
which neglect shear deformations, are in error when :qqflied t,, b,-ams .f various secti,,ns and
to develop reasonably accurate yet comparatively simple formulas which takt_ into ._t'ount

such deformations.

I Bulletin No. 5.56, U/litt, d .'-rates Department o[ Agrzculture, ".MechaJczJ(*;ll 1.'_of,rrti,'s of s,Vt_J,l_ t,ro',*.'tl ill thl_ United St:tt,,%'" by .I..$._

Newlin and T. R. C. V* iL-.ou.
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blATERIAL.

Tile beams were made of either Sitka spruce or I)ouglas lir wing-beam material conform-

ing to standard specifications and had either box I, double I, or solid rectangular sections as

shown in Figure 1. Tile box and I beams, which were made of Sitka spruce, , .... q either 14

,,r lS feet in length. The double I beams lind Sitka spruce flanges and _4-it2-_'t inch yellow

poplar ply-wood webs with the gTain of

face plies in some eases perpendicular

anti in other eases at 45" to the length

of the beam. The tlang(.,s were 2_-_

inches wide and 2 inches deep, the

depth ox'er all was S_ inches, and the

length 14 feet 6 inches. All the beams

of solid rectangular section were made

of Douglas fir. They were 21 inches

wide, 5 inches deep, aqd 14 feet 6

inches hmg.

It must not be construed that the

beams were tested only in the lengths

given above. .ks tests for modulus of

elasticity were kept well within the

elastic limit, the length of tim beams

eouhl ])e reduced after each tt_t and

another tt._t run over a lle_," span.

"r.mi,., specimens were 24 inches

long and 2_ inches of each end were

2 incht_ square. For l,':, inches the sec-

tion was reduced to a circular section 1

inches in diameter, the square ends and

circular center portion being connected

by a circular fillet ,.f _-inch radius.

2 J"F/+:-t ,+ _--zf-'l

t+-z_ - '-_,++L-z_--f "_-_-I_/. I
,?---+_-"_//_5t/_'front V///>l5"reor + + 4$/4*reor

+ +

O= t/_ yellow poplor
b. = +j J plywood.

"-+--_T _L

M+ +(++
I+'1';. I -- _'tilIllS O[ bt_lllS IIStN| lot mo(|ullls of elmsticit y tests.

I--¢7

h°.N _L

OUTLINE OF TESTS.

A. Beam tests:

1. Test for modulus ,,f elasticity-

Ca) ('enter loading.

{b) Symmetrical 2-point loading.

"2. +Moisture determinations.

B. Tests of minor sp_';mens matcht_tl with the beams:

1. Stati+- bending tests of 30-inch specimens.

2. Compression-parallel-to-grain specinlens S inchc,_ long.

3. ('ompression-l)erpcndicuhlr-to-gTain spc('imens 6 im'hcs long.

I. Spt_.ific gTavity determinations spc<.imens *i inches long.

5..Moisture dcternfinations, l)isk_ cut from all minor specimens.

('. Torsion tt._ts:

1. Test for |nodulus of rigidity.

"2. Moisture determination.

METHODS OF TESTS.

_iooc_cs or r.L_S_C_T_ Trays.

In order t,_ eliminate tit(, variability of material in our ,.omparism_ of different spans, the

same beam wa.,+ tested several times, the span being <.hanged f,,r ea,'h test. Sin[',, the relati,m

,,f modulus _,f elasticity in shear t*_ the ordinary |m.hflus of elasti<'ity is n+)t the sam(' for different

l_,ams and species, several beams were t,ested that we might h, arn something _,f its range. In
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some eases the ends were cut off to maintain a constant overhang anti in other cases the t4)t_l

length wa.s kept constant as the span was changed. The accompanying tables show how spans

up to IS were reduced by either 1 or 2 foot intervals to either 2 or 3 foot spans. Deflection_

were read bv referring a scale, attached at the center of the beam, to a fine wire drawn between

nails over the supports, or when gTeater prec_ion was requiretI, by observing the movement of

a p()inter on a dial attached to a light beam resting on nails (Lriven in the test beam over the

supports. A fine silk line attached to a nail at the center of the test beam pa._ed around the
drum of the dial anti carried a weight to keep it taut. Movements of the test !_eaan were so

multiplied that the pointer gave deflections to 0.0001 inch, whereas by the first method deflec-

FiG. 2.--TorMon aplmratus.

tions ('_,uhl only be read to 0.[)! inch. The two metb,_,Is were never interchanged during a series

of tests on any one Imam.
Two of the types ,ff |)earns tes+.ed showed a decided tendency to buckle dtwing test. This

was _v(,r('omc by using pin-connected horizontal ties, which prevented bending in more than ,,ne

plane.

1.4_a(ls were applied by a :_0.00O-pound capacity testing machine, which was |itted with aux-

iliary wings." to acc[_mm_)datt, span.-; up to IS feet.

Center hmding was used in all except two series t)f tests. The first _)f these series consisted

_f tests i)f the same beam over different spans. ('enter anti third point h)ading being applied

ft)r ea,'h span. in _w, lert,) determine the relation between the m,_,luli of ela._ti,'itv _Ls (',,mpute(l

by the f_rmulas fl,r each condition. In the ...e,'()n,l series (,f tests the span xwu._ kept ('onstan_ and

the distance bctween symmetrical h,ads ,,hange,l in (w(ter t,) determine what effeel, if any. the

distan('c between loads had (,n the m(,ttulus ,,f elasti('ity as ,',,mpute(t by the usual ft)rmula f,,r

svnlmctrical h_a, ling.
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There were matched with all I and box beams, static hending specimens al)proximately

2 by 2 inches in section and 30 inches hmg, compre_it,n p_u'allel test pieces 2 hy 2 inches by S
inches long, anti compression perl)endicular sl)ecimens 2 hy 2 inches by 6 inches long. These
minors were tested and specific grlgvity and moisture determinations made in accordance sa'ith

standard lahoratt)ry meth,)ds.
A simple torsion apparatus was set up in an ,)rdinary wood lathe. Figu-e 2 is a ph,)tograph

of the machine, l__)ad was apt)lied in 25 inch-p,,und increments and the angle of twist read for
each increment over a 16-inch gauge le._th. All torsion specimens were matched with stand-

ard 2 i)y 2 inch sl)etimens which ;¢ere tested in hending over a 2S-inch span. For further

description of the test see Description of tigures and tahles.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES AND TABLES.

Figure /.--Tiffs tigatre shows sections of all beams used in m,)dulus of elasticity tests
Such dimensi,)ns as '" 7 inches front" anti "6_ inches rear'" indicate that tsa'o l_t-ams of that type
were tested, the sa',,rds front an,l rear designating their l)osition in the wing.

Figure 2.--This is a photograph of a simple torsion apparatu_ _o_ tip in an ordinary wood
lathe. The right-lured wooden disk is set on hall bearings _m,t ha_ a wire pa-_-;ing around it to
a tray markeal "load." The smaller wooden disk at the left is fixed. The specimen is Stluaxe at
the ends, which fit into the two wooden disks. The angle of twist was mea_-;ured by the two
tropta)meter _wms, each of which caxri_s a string which pa_._ses around the drama of a dial.

Pl"
Fiffttre 3.--This shows the tyl)ical variati,,n ,)f the quantity 4SA/with span for a I)eam ,,f

._,lid rectangular section loaded at the center.
Fiffttre .L--'Fhis sh,,ws a si,nihtr variation heft,re and after routing a solid section. The

am,rant of shear deformation is considerably increa.sed by reducing the thickness at the plane

of nmximum horizotttal shear.
• r)l_

Fi,jure .;.--TEis tigure shows the same variation. The _,_,,_-1values, which axe the average

fr,,m tests of three l)eams, are expressed as per cent of the true modulus of elasticity in tension

anti c.mpression.
Fly.re 6.--Curve A shows the distribution of shear stress in a heam of rectangular ¢_ction,

and c_trve B the distribution in an I beam with square c, rners which was used as a basis for the

deveh}pments of the shear deformation formulas l)resented in this report.
Figur,: 7.--This figure shosa:s the superiority of 45 ° ply wood a._ regards r_idity. Shear dis-

pl s
tortion being less the valuers of 48A1 are closer to the true modulus of elasticity for *,he heam with

45 ° ply wood.
Pb'

Fiyure S. --In this dual figur,_ is rcl)r{_entt,d tire i-ariation of 4_;A-i with span for various

stamdard wing-I)eaun sections _m well as f,,r a solid section. The l)etun.S were all math. of
pl 3

Sitka spruce tm(i t{_ted under center loading. The values of 4._--.._-1are exl)rt_sed a_ per cent

,)f the true m,,dulus of ehmticitv in tension ,m,l ,'Oml)rt.'ssion. The diml,nsions ,)f these l)ea_ns

are shown in Figure I. In the'upper rosa', from left t,, right, is the F-5-L. I_mning, _md TF,
anti in the center of the h,sa'er rosa-, the N(/.

Table L--[n this table is given the melLsurmt _md computed deflections ,)f l)ouglas-tir

betuns of solid rectangular section h)_uted at the center. The formula used takes into a,'count
shear deformations usually neglected in such calc,lations. The differences in the two vallleS

are expresser! :m errors ill per cent of the lnelk-;llred deflection.
_tble 11.--tlerc sa'e have inca.rotted and ,.omputcd de.lh_ctions for stem,lard _ections. For

description of these sections see ,h...scription of Figure ._. The ,.,,reputed deflections are
['rein tWO formub_, on[. taking shear into account an,l the ,,liter neglecting it. Errors are

expressed in per cent of the mea.sured detlcctiot:s.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS.

If a solid beam is te..,ted over different spans, load being applied at tile center and measured
PP

deitectio-s substittlted in tile expression 4S _ I the r_,,ulting v::lut_ for span', greater than 20 or

25 times the depth of begun will he fairly (.onst_mt. approachii_g the true modulus of ela,_ti('ity
in tension _md compression, while for si)_ms beh)w this ratio there will be a rapid decre,.tse.
Figure 3 shows the results of just such a test. The beam was of l)ougla.s _;r, 2.75 inehtm wide.
-t.97 inches deep. 2rod wa-s tested over spans starting at 14 feet _md reduced by 2-foot il.tervals
after each test to a sp_m of 10 feet _mtl then by I-foot intervals to a span of "2 feet. Evidently

the const_mt wduo which this curve wouhl approach with longer spans is about ! ,600,1M)0 pounds
per stluaxo inch.

In this tc_:t a constant overlumg of 3 inches w_m maintained for all spells. For .._)me of the
comparisons described below this w_m impossible since it w_m necessary to maintain a constant

Dour,us FTRSEAMS
SOLID RECTANGULAR AND I SECTION,_

Cenfer /o_/mq
240O

I DOUGLAS FIR 8EAter l

50L/D RECTANGULAR SECT/ON, 4.97_x 2. 75 _

Cemfer /oodlng

True ¢ompufedE =/,,595,000 Ib per sq /'/7.

i a" , ' i . . , _ i ' I
• /aooooo--__ _.-:--_. :.-_f

i i ': i _ ! ' ; _ l i
_,oooooo ', ,/I ! i i =: i ' ' ' '

____._,_ , ,
_: ; I • i ! ! i i i : = =

7..600000 _ i r ;--_'----i_-i--,--ffc-7-i--' ,

'- ; I .1 I !
0 _ # _ 8 /0 /2 /4 /G

Sl_m_ i. feet

5 /0" /5 ZO 25 30 .35
Sloon del_lh r_fl'o

FI(;. 3.-- |{elation of _pan to value ol)taine_l by sut_titttt ing ch,fl,,_-tiotl_ in

P3

2200

2000

,Spa'him feet

I-'1_;. 4.-- I'¢elalion ol_pan It', valueobtairwd by ._uL_.ltlltting rllf';|.'_llrl_t[

p/_

deflectinns in _'_AI"

over-all length with a eonse(luent variation in overhang as the span was changed. Observations
proved conclusive!v that shear strains crept out into the overh_mg, but the change in deflection
at the center title to this inthtence w:m too small t(,be mea-¢ured.

Figure 4 shows the rt.'_ults of t,,sts of a solid t)e_un tested over various spans, after which it.
wa._ routed out to an I begun _uld ,_.ga:.n tested over th0 s_une sp_ms. Both apparently ar_
approaching the sam_ asymptote, but fl)r all sl)_ms within pra('ti('al limits the I beam is e_:nsider-
ably below the solid b(','mh sh_,wing that the she_,.r deformations _u'e greater for such a section
than for the solid one. When we ]llelkSllre the deflc('tion of a Ile=un in t('_t we nit,iLk.life ll,)t olllv

the (h,flc('tion due to the lengthening of the: tensi,n fibers and tile shertening of the compression
fibers but the (h,flecti.n due to all -tiler distortions of the fibers. If _,'. substitute this mea..mred

value in _t fomnula which does not take into account all such distortions _ve ('an not expect a
constamt result for all sp_ms and f.mns of beam,s but something like what is shown in Figures 3
anti 4.
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While it is recognized that any distortion due to a force pr(_tueing bending moment is
re,!octed in the deflection of a bezun, tile only distortions that appear to be of a magnitude to

justify consideration are those rt._ulting from the lengthening of the tension fibers and shortening
of the compression fibers _md from shear stre-sses.

The asymptote or constant value which these curves of Figures 3 amt 4 approach is the tram
modulus of elasticity in tension and compressi,)n, which we will call FT. If we assume that the

_UC_..LAS fir

SOL/O RECTANGULAR ,,,¢ECTION, 5">( 2 z/,_

[ Center" /o_diru]

I', i i Tr-i_,e corr_pD/ed rra_Cu/u_ t i i

i I i ! i i _ ',._
F -_- ' 'J'°_'T-T-7- r'-;_i ,

:, L

__ I-7T Y _ _ _', :,--'-4 ..... _-=

o our-q--F--T, ! r ; : i--Tr-: ........ .--T:
._ _-i ;-f i , l . ,Vote.'- :
e, SOl-_,_., [7-V-_ = e_¢h bee,, _ted -- :....
•. I--'_--L/: --=--_ i=, over off sx_-_ _n- : = "

40l--)r-_-'_.-[ -i -_' d/coted bv czrc/e_.2- '. ;

- l_4_4__:.__L'___,so_no,,-,_ ,_ o,,-: - .
_,_! i _ : I i : ',e,-o_eo_a_o_ ........

:1: . [ i i : . i ; ' ,

/ _.4_-.__" - - 4---_ --- --- -' -- ----_--_ ..... :- T " r "o ! L .L_--:_A '-l--I.J, .... i : : ;.
I i !I IF _ I' _I i ; I 'k :

Curw_ A Curv_

%: •

Sol/d recfonqulor "[" 8eorn

beom wifh $quore corners

FIG. 6. DislrihllliOll o( _hl-ar stres_ ill IMglll. K, '

0 2 4 6 8 /0 /2 /.d
Span in feet

0 4 8 /_ /6 20 24 28 32 36

$pon to depth r-of/o

I"1,;. 5.--Relation af span-depth ratio to value obtained by substi-
l't=

tuting lllelkC,llr_l deflections in ;sAI"

deformation due t. shear is prop, wti, mai to the moment, a point which will I)_, proved later.

we may write
Pt l/ KPJt

.x, =4-s-E_ _" F
where.

A = the deflection of a beam of _pan I t loaded at. the center with a load P_, and
F= the modulus of eh_ticit.y in saear.

For a span 1: with a load P_ at the center of the same beam we have

Pd, _ , KPJ_
a==4s-k;T= f-

These two equations c,,ntain the two m_known quantities F:v and z"; and hence the solution
of the two equati,ms will furnish values of the true modulus /'ST and the shearing modulus F.
By making manv experiments on the same bealn instead of two and writin,,z an equati,m for

each it is possible to obtain reliable values for these two moduli for that particular beam. From
the results shown in Figure 3 the true modulus of elasticity was found in this way to be 1.595.000

pounds per square inch and from the results shown in Figure 4 it was found tt) be 2.154.000
pounds per square inch. Figure 5 shows results similar to those of Figures 3 and 4. "Fhev are
expressed, however, in per cent of the true computed Er taken as 1('_) per cent. In this case each

point represents the average of three beams rather than the results of a single beant.
Since for ordinary spans the deformation due to shear is small in comparison with the

,lelleetion due to ehmgation and compression of the fil)ers, it was difficult to obtain reliable values

(;49::t8---.-2-t--2
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for F by the solution of simultaneous equations as outlined above, since the slightest errors in
measuring deflections for ordinary spans were reflected in F more than in ET. Torsion tests

were made for tile purpose of checking on this value, which showe(l F fl)r spruce to he about
1/15 ET anti for Douglas fir about 1/17 or 1/18 ET.

Assuming a parabolic distribution of shear stress, as slmwn in Figure 6, expressions for
shear deformation can he determined by setting up an expression for internal work and equating

.... it t;5 Hie external work done in producing shear distort.ions.
In this way, for a beam of solid rectangular section hmtled at the center, we get:

and for an I or box beam with sqHare corners similarly loaded:

- Pl 8 23 Kl:,) t. z

which may be written

where,

where f= the defi)rmation due to shear.

F= modulus of elasticity in shear
P =load at the center.

l =span.
.l = area of cross section.
I = moment of inertia of tile section.

h',. =distance neutral axis to extreme fiber.

/(t = distance neutral axis to flange.
t._= width of flange.
t, = thickness of web; in box bea:ns conibined thickness of webs.

The development of the above expressions is given in the appendix, together with expres-
sions for other conditions of loading.

The above formula assumes the parabolic distribution of shear stre.,_ on a cross z_ection of a
beam, and the (|eflection due to shear is tletermined by tile ordinary method of equating extern,.',
work to internal energy. It involves high powers and numerous factors which may lead to
inaccuracies when the ordinary approximations in calculations tire employed. Consequently a
nlore ._imple formula was sought.

The development of tile second, a more simple formula, follows. In the two formulas
the same shear distribution is assumed, but in the second formula the fundamental assumption

is that deflections due to shear in any twt) beanls of the same length, height, and moment of
inertia, which are similarly hmded, are proportional to the sumnmtions of the shear stresses
on their respective vertical sections.

Let us assume that we have an I beam of a given length, depth, and nmment of inertia, anti
a rectangular beam of the same length, (|epth, anti of a width to make its moment of inertia
equal to that of the I beam. The shear stress distribution wouht he as indicated in Figure" 6.
Let us further assume that the shear deformations will he proportional to the areas under the

0.3PI
stress curve. Knowing the shear deflection of the rectangular beam to be _ when supported

at the ends anti hmded at the center, we can determine f for an I beam similarly loaded by
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multiplying this value by tile ratio of the area under tile shear stress ,'urve of the I beam to tile
area under tile stress curve of tile rectangle, which ratio is:

I'K2 I" (t., )

f/Q

....... :31

Referring to curve B, Figure 6

1"K.-"
HI"= 2I' and since .IBFis a parab,,la the area ABI"II=2/:_A;>'. l'h'.-" I-'/(2" 21 "= 31"

the total area ABCI)H= area ABFtl + area BC'EG

Area B('EG=I" ) (I/:"- K,") It', t:- I aml tl'.- tmai area

'"' C).IBCDH= 31"'2-i (I(_:- K/)K, tl- I .

The area under the stress curve ,ff the rectangular beam fr-m the extreme fiber down to

the neutral axis. must necessarily be I'If_2.
3I

By mtr assumption the I"-' and I'._. will ,'am'el an,I the ,h,fleeti.n .f the I beam will be:

3 _1C:- K,:)K, t.

_,_."h {-'1"(",

.L=are:t of rectangh,. This vahw is readily expressed in dimensions of the I l)eam for. since
I ,ff I beam = I _+fre('tangle = 2/3 b I_:',

lllld

which may be written

31 31 3/
b = ._,1_ _ an,I. 1, = "2-K2 ;" "2h_ = K..:

) (li.-- h',:)h; t:_ " PIA::
.t= l-' _..... 7 h'..' -....... (i_ l t0b:l

KPI [ :¢, .tt_:--If,:, If, (t:)] h\:.t'= k" where K= I -' "2 /C "_" _- 1 1-()-i

I'P KPI
The formula ..X=.lSp..l _ F can be applied t,, I and box sections ()f irregular shape by first

rp, lu,'ing the given se,'ti.n t- one of equivalent secti.n, which i--'.one whose height equals the
mean height of the beam and whose ttange areas equal those of the beam. By using K for the
equivah, nt beam -nly a slight err.r will be imr.duced in the results.
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TXBLZ I.---_how/ng deflections determined bg test compared with valtLes compltted by the form_da.

A PI t . 0.3 Pl= i_kt ÷ --AT

DOUGLAS FIR BEAMS--NOMINAL 2| BY 5 INCHES--CENTER LOADING.

Span.

.... ..r_m-. "Tt,_lr-' Error _Com-
puted [ _'_x ] (Per ; puled

2feet .. 0.0,_1 0.04_ | 4-. _ .
._f_tE::Z]:::::. .1_ I .0_/ +_.0i .11_ .t_ +1.3 .0_
4f_'t i .1_77 .190 | --I.2 i .2284 .2272 +0.5 , .17._48

6feet ............ : .2,_'_ I .27.5 [ +:1.8 i .3544 .&_l i 4-0.1 : .3712
7feet ................ 1432 i .lY_l l --I.3 '. .&'_2_ I .&'_l_ --0.fi .5793

s feet "Pll I 520 +11.2 .$146 .810 + --0.5 .g549

lOfeet .623 .*125 [ 0 I 2,54 1,254 _ , + 1.1.53
io feet ............. .9_12 .90_ +o.I 1.34k'1 1.343 _ 0 1.411

a.. RH. !: .... I !
+:++1.x+m. r++_m+m,_. r..- l._:_am. [ r.- _,'2_,. .

l -+

T_t +:_o, Com- _ . E_or Corn-+ - . !z_or c_-' x_
_p_r putod T_ (per puled i _s+ . +per pmedx

cent +. _ _ cents. ._ - Pent). I -q
,-- ..... . ..

0.0405 ' +1,2 0.0421 11.0420 i +0.2

Effi I,q_o.

Ervn¢

+per
OpIIt _,.

0.0413 i 0.0410 - 0.¢_75 _ 0.0305 --9. S

.o_ -,.._ .10_ .im71 +_:it, ._0 ._,_ -_.,,

.I.,_ : _o._ .17:_ ! .,7_: +11._! ,._ ! .,o= -,._

.2_s t -I.o .2_ ...-,2s7 -I.t . " t .1,_'2o -!.2
..%77g i --I.7 . .3"22 ! .3245 --11.14 ' . ; .30t+2 --19
..YJ00 --I.14 .4573 i ._4_20 --I.II i . .t74 --| l

._9 --I.t_ .5495 : .5015 +o. I i .._9 i .553 --0.7

.S._I --I.2 .tt_M}_ .-AI4 +'1.1 i ,_r_7 I .fi,_2 --O.S

1.161 --0._ ' .Sl76 '_ .NI2 +11.7 i ._21 .,Y._7 --11.3
1.417 --0.4 I..'_i 1.19_ +11.14 [ I.:_ .*_4 ' I._.5-:_ --ILl
1.3¢_ --0.3 i 1,577 i.575 +0.1 [ 1. r2.3 1.429 -i_2

..... __.... _ ......... _i.... ± .........

Nor_,.--Each t_am was teste_l over 311 the itulicated spans. The error is expt'_,_',_ed in pet vent of the rnea,_red defit.etion. In the above
fovrmd_--

A -- deflocl ion i n inche_.

l'+load in pmmds applied at the center.
I-- moment of inertia of the section.
/--span in inches.

A --area of t_t_ crc_:s _tion in _,_nare.inehes.
E--trne computed mndult_+ ol e.asUelty. . . - - tnie modulus of ela,qwity.
F--the shearing modulus of elasticity taken m the computation as one-fiftoPnlh tile a, Page

Let us now see how measured defections compared with those computed by the formulas.
Table [ shows the results of tests on five rectangular Douglas-fir beams approx_natcly 2',' by 5
inches in section. True moduli of elasticity in bemling were computed as outlined in this

analysis and the average found to be 1,918,000 pounds per square inch. The modulus of elas-
ticity in shear F was taken as one-fifteenth of this value, or 127,900 pounds per square inch.
The beams were supported near the ends and loaded at the center. Computed deflections were

obtained by substituting in the formula
PP O.3 Pl

= 48Ei + _43¢

where ++l= area of the cross section.
The errors are expressed in percentage of the measured deflections. The average F-,v&,;

tLsed for all beams, but in using E its value for each particular beam was substituted. An
examination of the table shows that test and computed values agree remarkably well.

In Table II are given measured deflections for the I and box beams, sections of which are

shown in Figure 1.
Deflections were computed by the usual formula

PP
..x=4-g-Kl

and by the more exact formula

PP _F l_A=4SE/+

where,

/t" is the quantity 1 " :2 " _a .... \_- 1

The true modulus of elasticity m tension and compression was used in both formulas. The

shearing modulus F was taken as 99,000 pounds per square inch. or about one-eighteenth the
average true modulus of elasticity. Errors by the two formulas are expressed in per cent of
the measured deflections. An examination o(the table will show at a glance how much more
closely the deflections can be estimated by the exact formula. For example, _timated value_

for a+3-foot span by the exact formula eht_'k test results withiu 0 to 12.1 per cent, whereas

values by the ordinary formula are in error from 3t.6 to (}5.7 per cent.
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"rile great difference in the sheafing m,_lulus of el&,_tieity of ply-wood webs with the grain
at 45 ° to the length of a beam aml with the grain of face plies perpendicular to the length of
tile beam is well illustrated in Figure 7. The section of the beam is that of the double I shown

in Figure I. A pai'r of beam.,_ were matched throughout, tile only difference in the two being
in the direction of the grain of the ply-wood webs. Both were tested over spans from 2 to 14

/6O0OO0

0 2 4 ,_ ,n8 f¢¢_./0 /2 /,4 /6

i,/t
FI_. 7.--Relation of._;mJ= to valu_ obta_t_d by _ul_tituting deflectacm_ in ._SAI"

feet, and the points indicate the results of these tt-_ts. The full lines were obtained by .-mb-

stituting in the formula
l'l = KP!

A=48EI t- F

For the b(?alll havil_ ply-w, md weirs with tit," grain at 45 ° t,, the lengdl of the lwam,

353,000 pounds per square inch wa.,_ used for F. and for the beam in which the face grain of the
ply wood wa.-_ perpendicular to the length of the beam, 99.(x)0 I_=nnds per square inch was
used, the sitearing modulus in the former ('a.._e being over three and ,_nc-half times that required
in tile latter came.

With the aid of the complete deflection formula we can determine tiw em)r for any .-=pan

introduced by neglecting shear deformations.

Now. in substituting mpasured deflections in PP the ordinary formula for center loading.
4851"

we get :

'_in('e. a-'_ sho_,vn a[)ovc."

p/,
Ee=

, t( 48Er I ,- - .

t'l _ Kl'l
..x - 48Erl ;- _"
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This value Ec has been plotted for various spans in Figure g for a rcetangatlar beam and
Er

for a few standard I and box sections Er was taken as 100 per cent and Fas 17.5"

ET = true modulus of elasticity.
PP

Ec = 48A1 where A = mea-,_ured dolleetion.

b" = moduhLs of elasticity in shear.
E,

.......... K = a constan_.for--the._ectiml..Taking-F fl,r spruce= 17.5"

For extremely short spans in which t he shear deformation might be as much II._ one-half the

total deformation'we might anticipate that dellections of beanm loaded at the third point would

give considerably difl'erent values for /'J_ when substituted in the usual formula than would

detlections for beams h,aded at the center. The shear deformation in both ea.._t.-s is prop,,rti,,nal

to the st r,..ss, but for C_lual strt._s,_ the delh,et ion ,,f a beam loaded at the third points -_ ,..,reater

23
by IX" .%sst, nfing the deformation (iue to shear in tit(, case of tit(, beam h)aded at the center

0.50 of the total deile,'ti()n. /';,. would be 50 per cent in error. Th(,n for the third-point h)ading

the. shear def()rnmtion is nunwri('ally the sam(, because ()f equal stress, but the (leltecti,)n due

23
t(, change in the length of the ti|)ers is lS as much _L._ in the f,,rmer ,'ase and our (-rr, w is now

approximately 44 per cent. or a difference _,f only _; per cent. and this only in an extreme case.

For all practical purposes we could neglect tLis ditl'erence and assmne ,,ur ,.rror equal in the

An examination ,,f Figures 3.-1. and _ would indicate that the nto(luli ,,f ela.._ticity given

in ,,ur Bulletin 556 for small ch,ar specimens tested over a span 14 t im,._ tit," depth ,,f-pe_.imen

are about 10 per cent below the true modulus of ela.,_ticity in tension and compr(_sion- This is
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tnle: it is a vahle obtained by substitutin;z nletL._ured defl_-tions ill tile usual delleq-tion fi_rnl,;la

neglecting shear deh,rmation, llowever, if thi,_ wdue is in turn used to t.'stimate the defleetim.,

of a solid r_-tangular beam hy sut_tituting in the usual formula we arrive at tile correct dellee-

tion provided ,mr span is 14 tinu._ the depth. For ordinary spans, say front 12 to 2.'; tinu_

the depth, the error wouhl be within 5 per cent. For rectangular beam--; used in ordinary lengths

then we would not vitiate our results to any great extent by using th,._e valm", of mt_tuh|s of

ela-_ticitv in the usual formula.

In the dedgn of box and I sc_'ti, ms with relatively little material at the phme ,,f nlaxinulm

h¢_ii2tmfal shear.' lii6,;.%_i'_."x"_Cry_Vtfnsiderahld ¢rr_r-y,will oeeur i,ven fi,r large span-dept h rat i,,s

|mless the more accurate met hod of determining the elastic properti_ of a beam is emFhYycd.

For some sections t_ted the error introduced at a span of 14 times the depth was over 35 per

cent as against I 0 per cent for a solid rectangallar beam.

CONCLUSIONS.

Beeause of tke nlagmtude of shear distortions it is often neee.,_,_ary to calculate the elastic

pr.perties of wood beams bv fornn|la._ which ta.ke into aceOUllh SllCh distortions. This is

cs'pecially true for box anti I bealllS which have the inaterial distributed in a wax to take care

of ntaxinlllnl tt,nsile anti conlprt.',_sive st rt._st.,s, whieh nlean.4 ti nlininlllnl ttf material at the plane

of nlaxinlllnl hmgitudinal shear. Tilt, shear deforlnation i:; prtqmrtiona[ to the nmment to

Kt'I. where P is tilt' h,ad ¢111 a bealll ill
which the beant is subjected and may be expressed by /.

span I. F is the lnoduh_ of elasticity in shear, anti K a coeltieient depending upon the shapt, of

the ero.'_-; section and upon the loading. Two fon|ndas for the determination ,,f K have been

developed. Tilt, first is a rather long fomnula developed by ordinary methods, tilt, ._,_'ond a

simpler fonuuIa and more empirical in its nature. Both cheek experinlentai n.-sults vet3- closely.
but the second fornnlla k_ reconunended because its use involves le_ labor and offers h..,ss op0of

tunity for errur.

Usually shear deflections are neglected, and deflection tier, ermined t2: tt._t wh,,n substituted

in tile usual deflection formulas will give a mt,hllus of elasticity le._-;titan the tension and cent-

passion nttMulus, the error increasing as the span is rtMuced. The elastic properti,.'s _ivt,|| in
such tabh.'-_ a.s are inchlded in Bulh, tin 536 wcre detenuined in this _tay. The.._, standard

bending specimens have a span depth ratio ,,f 14. for which ratio the nlodulus of elasticity in

shear is about 10 per cent behm" the true nlt.tuhts in tension anti e,mtpressio||.

Ilowever. if these valut.'_ are used in design they will give correct deflections for .+.,,lid rec-

tapgular beams ,ff the same span-depth ratio if substitutml in the usual fornlulas with which

they were deterntine<l. Furtherntore. for ordinary spans, say front 12 to 2,_ times the depth of

|wain. they will give valut.-s correct within 5 per cent. For shorter spans it wouhl Im prefer.tide to
use the more exact fornuflas which take into accm|nt shear deformations. There is very little

difference in the errors for center and third-point loading. For bealllS of I ant! l}ox seetit,n shear

distortions are far more pronounced and ermr.-_ of ronsiderabh- nnt2nitude will be introduced

even for large span-depth ratios iinh_s t.he exact ft_rln.ulas art: entph,y,'d.

BOX heallls with ply-wo.d webs have a greater tltt_thlhls t_f rigidity with the _Lraht ttf tit,'

plywood at 45 ° t,o the h,ngth of the beallI titan wittt the _rai1| of tilt" face plit..s perpendicular t,,

the length. Tests showed tilt. former type to have a modulus of rigidity ,,ver tllree and cme-haif

times the latter kvpe.
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APPENDIX.

'rile deveiopnwnt of tile fonuulas for shear deformations.

BEAMS OF SOLID REC'rANGU1LAR SEC'rlON.

Let its assmue tirst a rectangular beam supported near tilt., ends and with a concentrated
load at the center.
Let

We have,

....... q--_ani_shear_ng str_ .....
V= total vertical shear.
1 = moment of inertia of section.
b = thickness of section.

d= depth of section.
y = distance front neutral axis.
F= modulus of elasticikv in shear.

f= detlection due to shear.

|°/•

= lbJ bydy.q

a well-known formula, which gives a distribution as shown in Figure 6. curve A. This giv¢_

V 1 ra'a V
"<b l, bydyJ = S-] (d: - 4y:).q= 1

Now, the unit shearing stress q l)roduces a defonnation _, in planes at unit distance apart.

The work in shear per unit of volume, therefore, is

q,,q_q2
"2"_ F-"2 F

q_ _ J': (d' - ,_12!I2+ 16y')
2 F - ! 2s FI:

Muhiplying by tilt, element of vt,lume b dy d.t and tirst integrating with respect to y with
limits-,/,2 and +d,2

F I':bd _ _sdz=f3I"Z'd.rInternal wt}rk = d/12SFlz .'_ Fbd -"

Internal wtwk = 3 I"1
5 bdb"

Now, for a beam supported near the ends and loaded at the center I'= P 2 and the external

w,,rk is P t.
2

We may write theref,,re:

Pf = 3 P"l
"2 5 _'..I .< b,I P"
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If A = the total deflection we then have for a solid rectangular beam loaded at the center

PI _ 0.3P1
A ffi4-8-EI + A F- where A = bd.

In the case i_f a cantilever beam we would ha, e V=P and

1.2 P1 PP 1.2Pl
f= bdF andAf3El+ AF

for a so-lid i:eetanguiar beam.-" F_,r_;_:,u,--(s't_p'p,,rted at tile en,ls and hmaled equally at the

third points
. 0.4P'l

J= bdl;

where,

or

where,

P'= load at each third point,

. 0.2Pl
¢= b_-F

P = total h)ad.

Similarly, we may :-_how that f4,r a uniformly distributed load P

f O.15P!
=--E_F

.%, far these expre.-_sions for shear deformations apply only to beams of rectangular seetlon.

I OR BOX BE,ILMS.

Let us now examine an I beam at. what is practically the same. a box beam.

ing n()tations will t)e u._d in addition to tiu)se already Wen:

K2 =distance neutral axis to extreme fiber.
K t = distance neutral axis to inner edge of flange.
t2 = width ,)f flange.
t I = thieknes._ of web: in box beams combined thickness of webs.

In the flange:
V /_K',

q=,,,,j, = K,,-:z,

In the web:
_" APt

q=l_E dr.,'-""+ f,-.
Tile distrihuti_ln of _hearing stress will be a.,_shown in Figure 6, curve B.

The internal work per unit volume is

. dadx

where,

&l - tdy.

The follow-
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Assuming a beam of length l, loaded at the center with a load P, the external work
ffi Pf/2 and since the external work equals the internal work:

Z rr,
PY/2 = 2-2_J0 _y

or

Integrating with respect to y and substituting the limits and P
2

for V we ol)tain:

PI 8 2
f = S Fi, Et_ i-_ K..s- K,' K, + 2 If_' K,_ - _5 Kt') + _t ( K," K, - 2 K, sK._" + K,') + t , ?_ KtS] -

- 03PL
Note that for the limiting condition when K_ = K2 and tt = tn, We get .fffi -bdF-" which has

already been determined for a rectangular beam loaded at the middle.

©
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Pmltive directions of axes and angte6 (forcea and moments) are shown by arrows.

Axis. Moment about
i

Designgtion. SYbo_.-

i_cli_l .... .3"

Normal ......... Z

Forgo

(r_aUel !

to axis) i Deeigna-symbol, tion.

x
1"
z

mlttn_ .....
pitc.hing...
y_wmg .....

i
Sym- Pmitivedirec-
bol. ).ion.

L Y---+ZZ----*._
N X---_Y"

Ang.le. Velocitiee.

•
i Linear

Deeigna- S_m- ) (compo- f

tion. axe). I

; neut alon_l

roll ..... [ 4,

pitch.. O
• aw . ,1,
" .... t

U

Angular.

F

Absolute coefficients of moment

N

Diameter, D
Pitch (a) Aerodynamic pitch, p,

(b) Effective pitch, p,
(c) Mean geometric pitch, pf
(d) Virtual pitch, p,
(e) Standard pitch, p.

Pitch ratio, p/D
Inflow velocity, V"

Slip_tream velocity, I_

1 EP---76.04 kg. m/sec. = 550 lb. ft/sec.
1 kg. m/sec.=O.O1315 I-P
1 mi/hr. =_0.44704 m/sec.
1 m/seo, ffi2.23693 mi/hr.

Angle of set of control surface (relative to
neutral position), _. (Indicate surface by

proper subscript.)

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS.

Thrust, T

Torque, Q
Power, P

"coefficients" are introduced all units

must be consistent.)
_= T V/P

Revolutions per sec.. n; per rain., N

Effective helix ang|e ¢'= tan-' (_--_)

s. _cl_mu ,-_ONS." =0.45359 kg.

I_g. 2.20462 1t).
1 mi. = 1609.35 m. =52S0 ft.
1 m. =3.2S083 ft.
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